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Abstract
This dissertation was written as part of the MSc in Strategic Product Design at the International Hellenic University.
The dissertation looks at the way disabled people perceive the world and space
around. The search in this area reveals needs that inspires and influences the design of
the objects they use daily. The focused group is people with limited vision or complete
visual impairment who need to deal with daily tasks as independent as possible. The
dissertation examines substantial aspects about the life and information of visually impaired people. Qualitative method is used and the dissertation consists of the theoretical literature research stage and the product design stage. Findings show that the
perception of visual impaired people is being adjusted, as a physical tendency of human body that takes advantage of the other senses. Tools and products are necessary
to support this adaptation. The kitchen is an area where inadequacy exists. There are
deficits that are obstacles in everyday life. Using them and their emerged specifications a custom made kitchen model is developed that promotes safety and independency through simple but at the same time essential adjustments.
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PART 1
CONTEXT

"The treatment of disabled persons
defines the innermost characteristics of
a society and highlights the cultural
values that sustain it."
~Leandro Despouy,
UN Commission on Human Right.
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1

1. Introduction

In this dissertation, the general topic is about researching and analyzing the
products’ design that are addressed to people with vision impairment. Based on the
findings a design synthesis of customized product for this group takes place. Taking
into consideration that visually impaired and blind people are estimated 285 million
worldwide (WHO, 2014), fact that makes them a major minority, is appropriate this
group to be integrated. Impairment does not necessarily yield disability, if the environment poses no restrictions (Diamond, 1999). So, their special needs can be fulfilled
by customized products. In view of the efforts that take place to improve the daily life
of visually impaired people are often unsatisfactory (Silva & Simoes, 2010), there is,
always, the need of new products for people with visual impairment (McCabe, Hanson
& Robertson, 2000).
The scope is to design a simple customized product for daily use in order to enhance the everyday life and secure the autonomy of visually impaired people. This will
be achieved after the identification of the design specifications for visually impaired
people and the basic inadequacy of customized products that could counterbalanced
by a new product design . The project is developed in three main parts, the necessary
context about the topic and the study, the qualitative research and analysis and the
design process. Ultimate scope of the dissertation is the fully incorporation of this
group of people in the society, by constituting the spark for other researches or implementations.
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2. Literature Review

In this chapter, is being researched the general topic of the study and the theories that support it. As it is supposed necessity for the cohesive prosecution and the
intensive comprehension of the research, are presented below some definitions, types
and characteristics in order to familiarize with the ambient of the subject and the project rationale that leads to the specific objectives of the survey.
2.1. Familiarizing with Visual Impairment
Initially, there are definitions of the basic terms that are being used extensively
throughout the study, then the population, the basic types, the causes and the profile
characteristics of the visually impaired people.
2.1.1. Definitions
Definition of impairment
According to the World Health Organization (WHO) International Classification
of Impairment, Disabilities, and Handicaps (ICIDH) system (2001):


Impairment is defined as “any loss or abnormality in an anatomical structure or a
physiological or psychological function.”



Disability is " any restriction or lack (resulting from an impairment) of ability to
perform an activity in the manner or within the range considered normal for a
human being".



These conditions lead to a handicap, which "indicates a person’s disadvantaged
position in society, resulting from impairment and/or disabilities." (WHO, 2001).
Definition of Visual Impairment
Visual impairment is defined as "a functional limitation of the eye(s) or visual

system" (United States Department of Health and Human Services, 1996). The Centres
for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) define vision impairment to mean that "a
-13-

person's eyesight cannot be corrected to a "normal level"." Visual impairment can
manifest as reduced visual acuity or contrast sensitivity, visual field loss, photophobia,
diplopia, visual distortion (Glossary,1-6), visual perceptual difficulties, or any combination of the above (Freeman et al., 2007). The National Eye Institute (2012) defines low
vision as "a visual impairment not correctable by standard glasses, contact lenses,
medication or surgery that interferes with the ability to perform activities of daily living".
2.1.2. Population
Visual impairment is one of the most common disabilities with the visually impaired and blind people estimated 285 million worldwide (WHO, 2014). The first global
estimate of the extent of visual impairment, in 1975, indicated that there were 28 million blind people (WHO, 2007). World Health Organization estimated around 38 million
blind people in 1997 (WHO, 1997). This number has been increased until 2009 to 45
million blind people and 135 million visually impaired people worldwide (UFS, 2016).
This increment is estimated to the projected 2020 population to reach 76 million blind
people (WHO, 2007) (Figure 1). This image is common in most countries including
Europe. China accounts for about 18% of the worlds blind and is estimated to have the
largest number of blind people in the world. The main group of people with the largest
number of visually impaired falls into the senior citizen category where 66% of people
with impaired vision are over 75-year old (MoBIC, 1997);(Lacey & Dawson-Howe,
1998);(WHO, 1997).
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Figure 1: The population of blind people (in millions) over the years.

Disable people is estimated between 10 and 19 percent of the general population (Bull, Hoose & Weed, 2003; Huh & Singh, 2007) by whom almost the one third
(1/3) are visually impaired with an percentage of 4 percent (Table 1). It is estimated
that every five seconds one man loose his vision and every minute a child. In Greece,
blind people analogy is 23 per 100.000 habitants (Cultural Institute of Academic Research and Study, 2016). This fact of massive population is suggested to be one main
motive for further studies aiming to improve their living standards (Bull et al., 2003;
Huh & Singh, 2007).
Table 1: Global estimate of the number of people visually impaired by age, 2010 [for all
ages in parenthesis the corresponding prevalence (%)]. (source: WHO, 2012)

Ages (years)

Population

Blind (mil)

(mil)

(mil)

Low

Vision

Visually
Impaired (mil)

0-14

1,848.50

1.421

17.518

18.939

15-49

3548.2

5.784

74.463

80.248

50 and older

1,340.80

32.16

154.043

186.203

all ages

6,737.50

39.365 (0.58)

246.024 (3.65)

285.389 (4.24)
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2.1.3. Causes
Low vision is usually caused by eye diseases or health conditions. Some of these
include age-related macular degeneration (AMD), cataract, glaucoma (Glossary7-9)
(National Eye Institute, 2012) (Picture 1) and, the most common cause, diabetes (Sansimera, 2016). Eye injuries and birth defects are some other causes (National Eye Institute, 2012).

Picture 1: Vision disorders (from left to right): Normal Vision, Macular Degeneration,
Glaucoma and Cataracts Images, (Sourse: National Institute of Health)

In 2002, more than 161 million people globally were visually impaired due to
eye diseases (refractive error as a cause of visual impairment was not included in this
statistic) (Figure 2).
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Figure 2: Global causes of blindness due to eye diseases, excluding refractive errors.
(Source: WHO, 2007)

For the first time, in 2006, WHO (2007) released estimates, which included the
global population of visual impairment due to uncorrected refractive errors, accounting for additional 153 million people. At least 13 million children (aged 5–15) and 45
million working-age adults (aged 16–49) were affected globally (Figure 3) (WHO, 2007).
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Figure 3: Global extent of visual impairment due to uncorrected refractive errors (in millions)
(Source: WHO, 2007)

So, according to WHO (2007) there are approximately 314 million visually impaired people worldwide, due either to eye diseases or uncorrected refractive errors.
Of this number, 45 million people are blind (Figure 4). This statistic does not include
uncorrected presbyopia, the prevalence of which is unknown. (WHO, 2007). The visual
impairment is being researched continuously in order to change and improve the life
for partially-sighed and blind people. Nowadays’ tendency is focused on the advanced
and clever technology to provide alternative solutions (Hill, 2014).
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Figure 4: Global causes of blindness due to eye diseases and uncorrected refractive errors
(Source: WHO, 2007)

2.1.4. Types of Visual Impairment
People with visual impairment are divided into several sub-groups relative to
the level of vision loss: low visual impairment, high visual impairment, blindness and
colour blindness which is estimated to 10% of the world’s population. A further subcategory is elderly because of the fact that visual impairment increases at late age.
(Keusekotten, 2006).
According to the CDC and the World Health Organization, the classification of
visual acuity and impairment includes:
 Low visual acuity means vision between 20/70 and 20/400 with the best possible
correction, or a visual field of 20 degrees or less.
-19-

 Blindness is defined as a visual acuity worse than 20/400 with the best possible
correction, or a visual field of 10 degrees or less.
 Legal blindness in the US means visual acuity of 20/200 or worse with the best
possible correction, or a visual field of 20 degrees or less.
 Visual acuity of 20/70 to 20/400 (inclusive) is considered moderate visual impairment or low vision.
The different causes of visual impairment provoke different types of impairment. In total vision loss, for example, there may be total darkness of the visual fields,
while other types include visual impairment in glaucoma, age-related macular degeneration, cataract, diabetic retinopathy, presbyopia, retinitis pigmentosa (Glossary 1012) (Mandal, 2012).
The seeing and related functions are classified as:
 Seeing functions: sensory functions relating to sensing the presence of light and
sensing the form, size, shape and colour of the visual stimuli.
 Functions of structures adjoining the eye: functions of structures in and around
the eye that facilitate seeing functions
 Sensations associated with the eye and adjoining structures: sensations of tired,
dry and itching eye and related feelings
 Seeing and related functions, other specified and unspecified (WHO, 2001)
2.1.5. Profile characteristics
According to the accounts of recent survey of the U.S. National Institute of
Health (2010), there are important foundlings about the prevalent profile of the visually impaired people. The data have been classified based on the variables of age, gender, and race, giving a holistic view of the target group of visually impaired people.
So, as it is obvious from the Table 2, the biggest amount of visually impaired
people are over eighty years old (25,66%), in their majority (64%) Female (Figure 5)
and belong in an excessive amount (81%) in the white race (Figure 6).
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Table 2: Age-Specific Prevalence Rates for Vision Impairment by Age and Race (Source:
National Eye Institute, 2010)

Age
40-49
50-54
55-59
60-64
65-69
70-74
75-79
80+
TOTAL

White
0.32%
0.36%
0.46%
0.68%
1.14%
2.17%
4.65%
27.17%
3.27%

Black
0.23%
0.51%
0.92%
1.65%
2.96%
5.06%
8.20%
16.68%
2.18%

Hispanic
0.33%
0.62%
0.99%
1.60%
2.64%
4.46%
7.61%
19.11%
1.95%

Other
0.28%
0.54%
0.86%
1.40%
2.36%
4.01%
6.92%
18.44%
2.02%

All
0.31%
0.42%
0.59%
0.89%
1.49%
2.70%
5.25%
25.66%
2.94%

This information allow to the formation of a complete profile of the visually impaired people. Having as base that the majority of them are elderly women, the findings of the research will become more clarified concerning the habits, the needs and
the overall condition.
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Figure 5: Rates for Prevalent Cases of Vision

Figure 6: Rates for Prevalent Cases of Vision

Impairment by Gender (Source: National Eye

Impairment by Race (Source: National Eye

Institute, 2010)

Institute, 2010)

2.1.6. Individuality
Facing disabilities may require different and individual strategies in order to
have positive long lasting results. In the research literature, among all the various sensorial disabilities (low vision, motor and auditory) blindness presents the most difficult
case when completing a task (Craven & Brophy, 2003; Ivory, Yu & Gronemyer, 2004;
Petrie, Hamilton & King, 2004). Furthermore, there is a tendency to believe that people, who become blind, are able to manage better with blindness rather than people
who were born blind, because they have more references and memories. However,
this assumption depends on individual learning and life experiences every person has
(Chambel, Antunes, Duarte, Carriço & Guimarães, 2009). In any case the lack of sight
causes a variety of problems in daily life such as mobility difficulties, navigation, environment accessibility and interaction with it (Nguyen et al., 2013).
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2.2. Project Rationale
2.2.1. Disability or Dis-aptability?
Despite their disability, they have the right to be active citizens offering to the
society. Their special needs may incommode their daily activity and mobility excluding
them from the wider social environment. These special needs can be fulfilled by customized products. Thus, there is the need for simple and accessible methods and solutions that take into account these users’ needs and capabilities (Nicolau, Guerreiro,
Jorge & Gonçalves, 2010). The last decade have been made products specialized for
blind that cover a series of needs. The continuous evolution reforms the needs, making
necessary to re-examine them in order to design new up to date objects.
Besides, according to Nicolle and Peters (1999) being “handicapped” is a result
of “a mismatch” between the individual’s needs, abilities and the environment around.
This approach regards disability as an outcome of the interaction of impairment, activity limitations, and participation restriction in a specific environment. In other words
impairment does not necessarily yield disability, if the environment poses no restrictions. This is the area where design is needed in order to improve their environment
and space in order to approach people with disabilities with sensitivity (Diamond,
1999).
2.2.2. An unsatisfactory status to overturn
Studies have shown that the challenge of design is to move from looking at users, products and tasks, towards a more holistic view of how people use products to
construct their reality. The product should communicate the desired identity of the
target group (Vavik, 2009). There are blind assist systems to recognize, to guide and
help blind persons. These have a notable technological progress which evolves more
and more. This tendency creates new living standards in combination with better design solutions. Though, nowadays, the efforts that take place to improve the daily life
of visually impaired people are often unsatisfactory, because they don’t fit the actual
wants and needs of visually impaired people nor function as they planned (Silva & Simoes, 2010).
-23-

In addition, existing solutions assume a user with memorization capabilities and
good orientation. In fact more than 82% of blind people are aged 50 years or older
showing a great number have lost sight in an advanced stage of their life (Who, 2008).
Furthermore, seventy-five percent of blind people declared that they need assistance
for their daily life. Although there are several aid projects aimed at enhancing their
autonomy, especially concerning mobility, assistance is very often limited to the use of
a cane or guide-dog, methods that appear to be insufficient and can’t cover many
situations or certain basic tasks (Dramas et al., 2008). In other words, as McCabe et al.
(2000) suggest, there is, always, the need of new products for people with visual impairment that will additionally be designed focusing on all possible related parameters
aiming to provide good living standards.
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3. Scope

The scope of this dissertation is to design a simple customized product for daily
use in order to enhance the everyday life and secure the autonomy of visually impaired people. This process demands the comprehension of the perception and needs
of visually impaired people and a detailed research of the products that have been or
should have been designed. So, in order the scope to be managed, proceed the following aims and research questions.
3.1. Aims and objectives
The aims and objectives of this study are:


to understand the everyday life of the visually impaired people,



to comprehend the ability of their sensual perception,



to examine how they perceive space,



to discover which are the guidelines and requirements of product design for
visually impaired,



to research the already existed products,



to understand the deficiency of the products,



to define a gap on the products' range or design,
in order to design a customized product for visually impaired people.
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3.2. Research questions
The research questions that are formed from the objectives are:
1st research question:
Which are the guidelines of designing for visually impaired people?
a) How visually impaired people perceive the world and space through
senses?
b) Which are the design specifications that make design appropriate for
people with vision problems?
2nd research question:
Which is the inadequacy of customized products for visually impaired people
that lead to a new product design?
a) What customized products already exist?
b) What design deficits appear?

-26-

Figure 7: The research questions structure

How visually impaired people perceive the world and
space through senses?

Which are the design specifications that make a product appropriate for people with vision problems?

Which are the guidelines of designing for visually impaired people?

?
Which is the basic inadequacy of customized products for visually impaired people that could counterbalanced by a new product design?

What customized products already exist?

What design deficits appear?
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4. Methodology

The qualitative method of research is being implemented in this study. Qualitative research is especially effective in obtaining culturally specific information about
the values, opinions, behaviours, and social contexts of particular populations (Family
Health International, n.d.).
4.1. The Qualitative Research
The qualitative method has specific advantages and disadvantages that make
appropriate it for conducting a research. Below the strengths and limitation of the
method are presented in order to advocate its use in this study.
4.1.1. Strengths


Issues can be examined in detail and in depth.



The research framework and direction can be quickly revised as new information
emerges.



The data based on human experience that is obtained is powerful and sometimes
more compelling than quantitative data.



Subtleties and complexities about the research subjects and/or topic are discovered that are often missed by more positivistic enquiries.



Data usually are collected from a few cases or individuals so findings cannot be
generalized to a larger population. Findings can however be transferable to another setting. (Anderson, 2010)
4.1.2. Limitations



Research quality is heavily dependent on the individual skills of the researcher and
more easily influenced by the researcher's personal biases and idiosyncrasies.



Rigor is more difficult to maintain, assess, and demonstrate.
-29-



The volume of data makes analysis and interpretation time consuming.



It is sometimes not as well understood and accepted as quantitative research
within the scientific community



Findings can be more difficult and time consuming to characterize in a visual way.
(Anderson, 2010)
So, this method is suitable for understanding the behaviours and characteris-

tics of the visually impaired people and how they react in space and the already existing products.
4.2. Trustworthiness
It is hard to ensure that qualitative research is accurate or correct. Therefore
the following aspects need to be taken into consideration when conducting qualitative
research. Trustworthiness of the research involves establishing:


Credibility: confidence in the 'truth' of the findings.



Transferability: showing that the findings have applicability in other contexts.



Dependability: showing that the findings are consistent and could be repeated.



Confirmability: a degree of neutrality or the extent to which the findings
of a study are shaped by the respondents and not researcher bias, motivation, or interest.
(Lincoln & Guba, 1985).

4.2.1. Credibility
The truth value relates to the multiple realities that exist. The researchers’ experiences and viewpoints that may have resulted in methodological bias, should eliminated by the clearly and accurately presents of the researched data and perspectives
(Lincoln & Guba, 1985). Another related term, consistency is about the trustworthiness
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by which the methods have been undertaken and is dependent on the researcher
maintaining a ‘decision-trail’. This pertains to the researcher's decisions to be clear and
transparent. Ultimately an independent researcher should be able to arrive at similar
or comparable findings (Lincoln & Guba, 1985).
In this study, credibility is achieved with:


Adoption of appropriate, well recognised research methods.



Development of familiarity with culture of researched group.



Triangulation via use of different types of references and different sites.



Peer scrutiny of project.



Use of “reflective commentary”.



Thick description of phenomenon under scrutiny.



Examination of previous research to frame findings.
(Shenton, 2004)
4.2.2. Transferability
Transferability refers to the degree to which the results of qualitative research

can be generalized or transferred to other contexts or settings. The qualitative researcher can enhance transferability by doing a thorough job of describing the research context and the assumptions that were central to the research. (Trochim, Donnelly & Arora, 2016).
In this study, transferability is achieved with the provision of background data,
in order to establish context of study and detailed description of phenomenon in question to allow comparisons to be made (Shenton, 2004).
4.2.3. Dependability
The term of dependability, emphasizes the need for the researcher to account
for the ever-changing context within which research occurs. The research is responsi-
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ble for describing the changes that occur in the setting and how these changes affect
the way the research approached the study. (Trochim et al., 2016).
In this study, dependability is achieved with in-depth methodological description to allow study to be repeated (Shenton, 2004).
4.2.4. Confirmability
Qualitative research tends to assume that each researcher brings a unique perspective to the study. Confirmability refers to the degree to which the results could be
confirmed or corroborated by others. (Trochim et al., 2016).
In this study, confirmability is achieved with:


Admission of researcher’s beliefs and assumptions.



Recognition of shortcomings in study’s methods and their potential effects.



In-depth methodological description to allow integrity of research results to be
scrutinised.
(Shenton, 2004).

4.3. Strategy Structure of the Study
The project’s plan will proceed in two main stages as it is presented below and
in the Figure 8.
A. The theoretical literature research and analysis, which will be parted in two main
areas of research and the analysis of them:
 Firstly, is being conducted an approach of Critical Social Research, used to understand how people communicate, develop symbolic meanings, special habits
and requirements. This approach is based on an extended literature research in
the social sciences to define the attitude and the psychological approaches of
which is focused on the attributes of visually impaired people and the needs
that objects called to satisfy. It is necessary to see closer basic information and
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elements about their characteristics in order to try to understand their way of
life.
 Then, a research throughout the market leads to a trend analysis of the products that already exists. Through this research a great deal of information is collected about current products addressed to visual impaired people according to
their uses, their design specifications and the various solutions. These characteristics are useful in order to focalize more information focused on the actual
needs of blind people. Their guidelines and their failures will be underlined, in
order to be used as a base of the design synthesis. The gathered information
are observed and translated into design goal.
 Observation and interpretation of the results in order to find gaps that lead to a
specific product category. In this way specific elements are interpreted into design process according the need that has to be fulfilled and the requirements
that have to be followed.
B. The product design synthesis: the overall results are interpreted into designproject about a customized product creation. In the second design phase, a methodology of analytical, step-by-step, design process is being implemented in order
to achieve an intensively effective and useful product.
Figure 8: Methodology structure.
Methodology
Qualitative Research
Critical Social Research
Design Specification & Vision
Products Research

Product Design Synthesis
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4.4. Outline
The outline of the research is:
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PART 2
RESEARCH & ANALYSIS

"Those among us who are ablebodied can no longer rationalize
treating physically-disabled people
as ʻthemʼ, an alien minority."
~ Ray Lifchez, Architect
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2

5. Perception: a multisensory ability

Life in ‘’darkness’’ is a situation
that is difficult for non blind people to
imagine. Thus in this chapter, is investigated the way that visually impaired
people perceive the world. As a reasonable consequence of the vision loss, the
improvement of the other senses (
Picture 2) is the base of an overall stimulus decoder system, with highly develPicture 2: The five senses

oped methods and pretty accurate tech-

(Sourse :http://s714.photobucket.com/user

niques.

/eyerysh/media/Multisensory.png.html)

5.1. An indispensable impulse
Perceptually, other senses are forced to perceive information because of the
deficiency of vision or other ability to overcome the impairment more effectively
(Schloerb, Kumar & Srinvasan, 2011; Goldstein 1999).
5.1.1. Communication issues
Interesting information results from a study by Albert Mehrabian (1971), a psychologist expert in communication, assures that mainly in the first stage of communicating new concepts, the affect of verbal communication (based on words) accounts
for 7%, non-verbal communication (such as tone of voice, intonation, speed) reaches
38%, and paraverbal (body language) accounts for 55% of the overall communication
(Figure 9: The communication parameters.). While, neuroscience research has shown
that the human visual system is able to categorize objects ultra-rapidly (Thorpe, Fize &
Marlot, 1996). Clearly, the dominant visual gap for the blind should be counterbalanced otherwise. One way of intercepting it is the refinement of the other senses
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(acoustic, touch, smell and taste), using them in isolated or in an appropriate combination (Buzzi, M.C., Buzzi, M., Leporini & Mori, n.d.)
Figure 9: The communication parameters.

5.1.2. From an impulse to an opportunity
Visually impaired people are forced to find ways to amplify their abilities increasing their opportunities. This is a meaningful opportunity for the visually impaired
people to learn to cope with their impairment by focusing on their other senses. In
parallel, appears an opportunity for designers to learn how the visually impaired currently use other senses to navigate and to leverage this knowledge to extend those
capabilities through the design and development of new multi-sensory assistive devices (Budd, Frankel & Thibaudeau, n.d.).

5.2. Mental adaptation
In order to respond to this impulse and complete the opportunity, interesting
changes take place for the overall adaptation to different situations. Below, there are
some of the techniques and procedures that have been developed and their comprehension contribute to the overall understanding of visually impaired people.
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5.2.1. Mental models
One way of understanding the perception of the visually impaired population is
that they "come to know what is ‘out there’ in the world by representing it in the mind,
in the form of “mental models’” and that “such representations are the result of a
computational process working upon information received by the senses” (Ingold,
2000). It is remarkable that these procedures are easier for congenitally blind to develop multisensory abilities as they are more aware of the non visual environment.
(Warren, 1978). They are able to clarify the guidelines, to retrace multisensoriality
(Froyen, 2002), since these persons who were born blind or have seen only during a
limited period of time, do not have a visual reference system (Warren, 1978).
5.2.2. Brain plasticity
A preeminent study conducted in 1972, by Professor Paul Bach-y-Rita, on the
theory called “Brain plasticity”, showed the ability of the central nervous system to
organize its organization and functioning. This ability for the handicapped people,
fers to adaptive capacity of the brain towards functional demand.The definition of sensory substitution emerged due to the plasticity in the brain, as it appears in Figure 10.
This can happens across sensory systems (touch to
sight) or in one sensory system (touch to
touch), with most famous, the sensory
substitution system of Braille (Picture 3).
Instead of reading the content in words,
the procedure is conducted via the
gertips. Since then, there are many systems developed based on this principle
to assist the impaired people. (Nguyen

Picture 3: The Braille system of reading

et al., 2013)

(Source: China Photos, Getty Images)
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Figure 10: Factors affecting brain plasticity. (Source: Ansari, 2012)

5.2.3. Learning procedures
These kinds of techniques are being supported on a grate theory based on the
learning function of the brain. The theory emerged from a research conducted by the
educationalist Edgard Dale (1969), purposed to investigate the learning effects of direct experience versus pure abstraction or simple academic theory. It appears that
students that learned from just reading remembered just 10% of the content, while
the students that learned from audiovisual material remembered 50% of information
and the students that participated in a real experience, remembered the 90%. This research formed a “Cone of learning”, appearing in Figure 11, classifying the learning
methods in passive and active categories.
However, the accuracy of the Cone of Learning relies on the subject’s personal
abilities, it is critical for persons with disabilities, especially with vision impairment
(Mori, Buzzi, M. C., Buzzi, M. & Leporini, 2011). It is obvious that despite the massive
amount of information is taken from visual resources, the learning procedures and
consequently the mental formations are based on more senses and the combination of
them, by an experiential process.
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Figure 11: Cone of Learning (Source: Dale, 1969)

5.3. The senses' development
In order to deal with vision loss, the existing senses are called to work with
more accuracy and interesting changes take place.
5.3.1. Sense of Hearing
To adapt to the vision impairment, the body relies at first on the ear function
and the auditory perception is heightened as the dominant sense: every noise get a
different meaning. Indicative of this fact, is that blind and visually impaired persons
have declared they preferred listening instead of reading (Leporini, Buzzi, M. C., Buzzi,
M. & Mori, 2009). Sound works, also, as an important way finding device which is
combined with the haptic sense for maximum stimuli.
The localization of sound sources in extra-personal space has been extensively
studied (Blauert, 1982). In a study in England, Gardiner and Perkins (2005) observe
how visually impaired people navigate around wooded parks. Sound was used as the
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basic tool for fixing locations, as for instance noticing outside of the park at traffic
sounds. Objects that made a constant sound were judged for distance within eighteen
meters, while changes in surface interpreted as “gritty” or “slight rises”. The results
conclude that vision is not the only requirement to understand space, but other senses
as well, and that “visually impaired people need information about space beyond their
immediate vicinity, to use in conjunction with their understanding of nearby environments.” (Gardiner & Perkins, 2005).
At the same time, there is a limit to the amount of perceptual information that
a person can receive from the environment, since visually impaired people had problem identifying items across all environments, particularly if there was interference of
other sounds over ambient sounds (Gardiner & Perkins, 2005). This can be interpreted
that designing interfaces that use sound to communicate information might prove to
be more of a distraction than a helpful assistant, depending on how it will be treated.
(Budd et al., n.d.)

Picture 4: Illustration of the acoustic ability of visually impaired to "hear" faces.
(Source: Tina Zellmer/Ikon Images/Corbis)

A significant outcome appears in a study by Rauschecker, Plaza, Renier and De
Volder (2014), on the perception of the visually impaired people related to a part of
the brain that recognizes faces. This part is linked to the brain's visual system in
sighted people, but it seems that in blind people it is connected to a sound process
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(Picture 4). It seems that there is substantial reorganization in the brain of the blind,
but despite that, the brain of a blind person retains the module devoted to facial recognition (Rauschecker et al., 2014).
5.3.2. Sense of Touch
People strong sense isn’t only sight as most people think, but also the haptic and
the acoustical which are equivalent important or even more in specific point of view.
Bloomer and Moore (1977) have declared that the most the man receives and feel
about his physical environment around him emerges from the haptic and basic orienting system the body has. Moreover, Pallasmaa (2005) stated that "all the senses, including vision, can be regarded as extensions of the sense of touch as specializations of
the skin".
The human body has three ways of touching traced back to the body movement:
the active, passive and dynamic touch. (Heller, 2000). According to Turvey (1996):


An active touch is when body is, directly, used to perceive tactile stimuli, for example, when a palm follows a handrail.



Passive touch takes place indirectly as movement and does not emanate from
body, but as a result of external sources, as, for example, the heat of the sun.



Dynamic touching occurs when a tool is used to touch, for example a white cane
used by people with a visual impairment.
Dynamic touch is a conscious action, while active touch can be subconsciously

as well as consciously perceived. Passive touch, on the other hand relies on reflection
and memories. Although, some researchers interpret haptic only as active touch, supporting that begins at the point ,where both tactile and proprioceptive sensations are
under the explorer’s control than some other agent (Figure 12) (Barrow, 2016), every
tactile act related to the built environment could be defined as haptic. Following the
above classification of haptic into active, dynamic and passive touch the built environment unfolds into various surfaces that can act as “movement” and “guiding” plane.
(Herssens & Heylighen, 2011). In this way, the sense of touch relates to “space and
time” perception (Kamei-Hannan, 2006).
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Figure 12: The ‘continuum of touch’. (Source: Barrow, 2016)

Furthermore, Yvette Hat well (2003) also states that due to the touch sense
come up detail characteristics like form, place, orientation, length and even material
characteristics temperature, texture and density. Analyzing the experience and perspective of blind revealed, also, that humans haptically perceive the environment relying on the different surfaces affording and supporting their various human actions
(Herssens & Heylighen, 2011), that reveals the haptic perception connections between
movement and touch (Millar, 2005). The importance of the touch is pointed from
many scientists making clearer its role for the visual impaired who rely on it.
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6. Sense of space

Ever since people have been dwelling, the meaning of space and place was one
of the primary questions in life. Professor Yi-Fu Tuan (1977) explores the meaning of
the terms space and place, with “space” defined as more abstract than “place”, but
“space can become place if we get to know it better ”. So, in the following chapter,
these terms are explored through the "view" of visually impaired people.
6.1. Mobility & Orientation


According to Hersh and Johnson (2008) mobility refers to being able to move from
one point to another safely and efficiently. While, Hill and Ponder (1976) define it
as the capacity to move, the readiness and the facility to move.



Orientation (Picture 5)refers to an individual’s awareness of his/her position in the
environment by maintaining the relationship to other objects (Hersh & Johnson,
2008).
Several studies on the visually impaired have shown that there are two domi-

nant levels that the blind and visually impaired use to acquaint with orientation and
mobility, specifically perceptual and conceptual (Ungar, Blades & Spencer, 1996;
Schloerb et. al, 2011).

Picture 5: Representation of extrapersonal space in relation to the orientation
(Source: Kállai et al., 1996)
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6.1.1. Mental maps
Aiming to navigate around unknown places, blind adopt common mobility
techniques. They move cautiously through the place, with their canes to pass by obstacles, while creating a mental map. With the right use of mobility techniques, people
with vision impairment can easily identify objects by their acoustic and tactile properties. If there are obstacles in a room, the user may mislead about the place’s size or
layout. Unfortunately, obstacles can be easily moved and this may be a common problem to blind users (Nicolau et al., 2010).
As a result of unpleasant obstacles or unfinished roots, it is likely that users
have an incomplete mental map of the place, which leads to frequent disorientations
when they stray from the path. So, if for some reason blind get lost, their first reaction
is to turn back, so as to identify a well known reference point and then adapt their
mental map to that new condition (Nicolau et al., 2010).
6.1.2. Basic mobility aid: the cane
The most popular and effective mobility aid is the long
cane (WHO 2014) (Picture 6), which is part of the task of
ing, through the immediate environment or else called micronavigation (Petrie et al., 2004). It is because of its simplicity and
adaptability, that it is not replaced, but its use is complemented,
as necessary. Indicative of this fact is that most of the studies
share this objective (Liu, H., Darabi, Banerjee & Liu, J., 2007;
Dedes & Dempster, 2005; Angin, Bhargava & Helal, 2010; Ohkubo, Kitakaze, Fujishima, Watanabe & Kamata, 2005).
Picture 6: A visually
impaired person

According to the American Council of the Blind (ACB), blind
people weren’t always easily recognized by this universal symbol,

using the cane.

since or many years, the cane was used only for travelling. Only

(Source: Cyprus

in the twentieth century the use of cane was spread and became

Tourism Organiza-

a symbol indicating that somebody was visually impaired and,

tion)

also, to alert others (Strong, n.d.).
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6.2. Places make Sense & Senses make Place
According to Steven Feld (1996), "as place is sensed, senses are placed, as
places make sense, senses make place".
6.2.1. Balance: a surroundings result (Places make Sense)
The first noticeable thing of vision loss is that the
sense of balance is off (Picture 7). With no vision, there are
no perspective or depth perception cues. The visual signs
and signals that in normal state indicate whether or not a
body is standing upright and perpendicular to the ground
aren’t available anymore. So, all the human balance is unsettled creating a different ‘’visual’’ perception with different rules. James Gibson (1979) provides points to understand better a blind person’s perspective saying that
Picture 7: A blind child using

the visual perception is a product of the ecological sur-

an exergame to improve

roundings. This theory emphasize the ground on which a

balance. (Source:

living being moves on or around as the basis for percep-

http://eelke.com/images/vis

tion ability. The ground consists of different surfaces,

ki.jpg)

varying in distance and position. There are texture

elements include pebbles, grains of sand, and blades of grass. These texture surfaces
can surround objects such as those attached to the ground such as people and animals. Like ground surfaces, these object surfaces are also present as textures (Gibson,
1979).
6.2.2. The determinant role of the body (Senses make Place)
The movement of people who are congenitally blind through space, makes reveals the secret of body language. Body language illustrates the fact that the experience occurs with the help of senses stimulating the brain (Mark, 1993). Bodily movements are the result of brain stimuli. In addition Maurice Merleau-Ponty (1945) described human bodies as the place in which subject and object come together. Blind
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people movement acts as a messenger between the body and the surroundings, which
mean that the movement are actually body’s language expressing to the place. Furthermore this process is indispensible using the haptic sense and contributes to give
personal meaning to a place. The space is made through movement, which John Gray
(2003) calls ‘’walking as place making’’.

6.3. Safety at Home
Home is the place where visually impaired people first deal with their daily human needs, fulfilling them adequately in order to feel safe and then to make the next
step to investigate the outside world with confidence.
6.3.1. A reasonable preference
Home place plays severe role in the independence feeling of blind people, as it
is common the blind to meet problems with their mobility outside their house. For this
reason visually impaired persons do not prefer to explore new routes. Despite their
ability to memorize a route, they confine themselves to a well known path and do not
like to explore new ones, unless they are “forced” to (Nicolau et al., 2010). The homepersonal space is an environment where they are able to control its parameters and
modify them. Most researchers understand ‘’home’’ as a multidimensional concept
idea (Bowlby, Gregory & McKie, 1997; Somerville, 1992; Mallett, 2004). Having it in
mind, it is common people with vision impairment to show tendency to prefer home,
because, when moving to or through an unknown place, always need to overcome the
fear to face physical unpredictable obstacles in space (Herssens & Heylighen, 2007).
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6.3.2. An organized way of living
To achieve this comfort and independence, the visually impaired people are
highly aware of their behaviours to accommodate for the impairment. For instance, while visually impaired people had
students over their own home, they noted
the importance of having a “landmark” in
place (Picture 8). In addition, they underlined the necessity of order and organizaPicture 8: A visually impaired in his home

tion, having, for example, goods placed in

touching the doorcase with his handpalm.

the area designated for each type of food

(Sourse: Jasmien Herssens)

and marked with elastic bands to identify
contents (Budd et al., n.d.).

Helpful tool in finding their objects approved the non-visual-tag-based object
identification systems, use RFID or NFC tags and touch interaction that is known to
visually impaired individuals. As they place objects in their homes in same places, they
can identify known objects easily. Identification of objects in homes is more useful for
elderly, as they usually forget the location of objects. Taking into consideration that
65% of the visually impaired worldwide are aged over 50 years, and this number is projected to increase (WHO, 2012) such systems may be useful.
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7. Design Guidelines

In his article ‘Designerly ways of knowing’, Nigel Cross (1982) claims that design
has its own distinct “things to know, ways of knowing them and ways of finding out
about them.” A dominant aim of design research is to understand how designers think
and to define its specific strengths and weaknesses, and this is the aim of the chapter
that follows
7.1. Through a Visual Era
Nowadays, vision is regarded as the spatial sense par excellence (Foulke, 1983)
and western civilization is characterized dominated by vision (Classen 1998; Herssens,
Heylighen, 2007; Passe 2009). Even if it is widely acceptable that the environment is
experienced with all senses (Rasmussen, 1964; Campbell 2007), few designers address
to the haptic and auditory sense. So, as Nigel Cross (1982) declares, designers know,
think and design very visually, "literate and imbue physical solutions to users’ challenges with visually sophisticated cues".
So, questions emerge about the perception of design to a visually impaired
person and the equivalent of vision to sounds or textures. For the purpose of work
successfully with the visually impaired community, it is essential for designers to address the inability of current visual-centric design to suitable, sufficiently addressed. In
this way are communicated the concerns and constraints of visual impairment that
have led to failure of many previous product solutions (Budd et al., n.d.).
7.2. From Universal to User Design
The general strategic approach of the target group is notably important on the
design process, as it defines the methods and techniques that will be implemented and
the guidelines that will follow. The two major strategic approaches of the target group
are the universal Design and the user centred design approach.
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7.2.1. Universal Design
Inclusive design process aims at creating better design of objects which are addressed and satisfying as many people as possible (Clarkson, Coleman, Hosking &
Waller, 2007). If design was focused to non visual senses, it would contribute to more
inclusive environments. Certainly, if an environment offers a range of sensory triggers,
people with different sensory capacities are able to navigate it. Instead of implementing many sensory triggers, the aim is to create spaces accessible for more people, in
line with the objective of Universal Design. (Herssens & Heylighen, 2011). The Center
for Universal Design (1997) expounds the following principles (Picture 9):
1. Equitable use.
2. Flexibility in use.
3. Simple and intuitive.
4. Perception information.
5. Tolerance for error.
6. Low physical effort.
7. Size and space for approach and use.

Picture 9: The principles of Universal Design (Source: Claudine Casabonne)
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On the other hand, universal design is an ideal that cannot be achieved easily.
(Leiren & Kolbjørnsen, 2008). Even though the concept of universal design is well
documented, the exclusively design needs of blind and partially sighted have not always been fully considered or incorporated into the environment (World Blind Union
Office, n.d.).
7.2.2. User centred design
Designing Guides for
Blind People recommend a
user centred design. This approach relies on a philosophy
that puts the person in the
centre and in all stages of the
design

process,

trying

to

gather as much information
from the user and his surroundings as possible, in order
to guarantee quality (Nicolau
et al., 2010). This can be
achieved with mental models,

Picture 10: The User Centred Design Process (Source:
http://www.magentadigital.co.uk/approach.html)

the mind’s representation of
possible situations, helping
designers to comprehend the implications of the wide variations in users’ thought
processes and ways of thinking. Mental modes have the potential to drastically influence the design process, especially in terms of designing for the blind (Norman, 1990).
7.3. Specifications
The following specifications addressed to specific subjects of design for visually
impaired people, help to the augmentation of the overall design process by constituting the base, on which the concept develops.
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7.3.1. Lighting
Sufficient lighting is the most important aid to vision. The three principle light
sources are natural light, incandescent and florescent each has their own attributes
and weakness, so the optimal use of these light sources is important. The key-points
are the following:


Avoidance of glare and reflection, which, usually comes from shinny or glossy surfaces.



Light sources placement to avoid creating shadows, which, often, create optical
illusions.



Distribution of light levels throughout areas, because of the adjusting difficulty to
fluctuations in light levels.



Inclusion of task and spot lighting to improve the whole lighting system.



Use of dimmer switches allows light levels to be adjusted to suit the unique needs
of users.
(World Blind Union Office, n.d.).
7.3.2. Colour Contrast
Colour contrast is another key component in design addressed to visually im-

paired persons. A colour contrast of 70% is generally accepted as the preferred
amount of contrast. Colour can be used effectively for many purposes such as:


drawing attention to signage.



definition of a route of travel.



definition of areas.



definition of items.
(World Blind Union Office, n.d.).
On colour using the following should be taken into account:
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Avoidance of using colours together includes red/ black, yellow/grey, yellow/white, red/green, black/violet and blue/green.



Consistence in use of colour to convey messages.



Limit use of colour and avoidance of large-scale patterns, as many colours can create confusion. (World Blind Union Office, n.d.).
7.3.3. Acoustics
Sounds can assist in orientation, as a person can use reflected sound to deter-

mine a room size, the presence of corridors and proximity of walls. While, inappropriate use of sound can create problems. So, well-defined, acoustically alive spaces are
easier for visually impaired to negotiate safely. Some things to consider are:


Carpets, acoustic tiles and furniture reduce sound reflectance.



Noise sources (ventilation or air-conditioning) may mask sounds intended to provide directional cues.



Providing some reverberation can improve feel of the space.



Sound reflections are usually a good source of auditory cues.



Well-planned circulation routes considering the interaction with the sound of the
cane.
(World Blind Union Office, n.d.).
7.3.4. Materials
Material issues deal with safety and comfort in the first place, since material

can support the spatial characteristics (Herssens & Heylighen, 2010). Materials give an
identity to the surfaces through their temperature, texture, density, permeability, light
reflection and elasticity. These are the different material characteristics. Temperature
is traced back to the coefficient of conductivity (for example, steel feels much colder
than wood) and the radiation of a material. The haptic design parameters are depicted
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by material characteristics and spatial characteristics (Figure 13), dependent on the
regions of sensitivity (Herssens & Heylighen, 2011).
Figure 13: Framework parameters (Source: Herssens & Heylighen, 2011).

7.3.5. Requirements
The requirements, related to the design and implementation, are:
1.

User-centred design: The design of the system must be conformable to the needs
of the BVI users.

2.

Usefulness: The system should lead to improving the lives of BVI people and
should help to adapt them in the social environment.

3.

Feasibility: The cost of the service must be affordable to the BVI users.
(Stefanov Ivanov, 2014)

4.

Usability: Interactions between visually impaired people and their surrounding environment should be simple and intuitive, allowing a blind to accomplish simple
tasks efficiently. (Hervás, Bravo & Fontecha, 2012)

5.

Clarity: necessary instructions so that the user will never feel lost
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6.

Rapidity: an experience that is equally time consuming or faster in each task as it
would be to a sighted person to complete.
(Borges, 2010).
The National Research Council’s (NRC), suggests the following requirements re-

lated to mobility and orientation:
1. Detection of obstacles in a route from ground to head level for the full body width
2. Surface information including textures and discontinuities
3. Detection of objects bordering a path for shore lining and projection
4. Landmark location and identification of information
Information enabling self-familiarization and mental mapping of an environment (Blasch, Wiener & Welsh, 1997).
7.4. Products
Products, as part of the built environment, are increasingly intertwined with
people’s lives supporting needs and play an important role in human life (Tromp &
Hekkert, 2012). Therefore, a research on products designed for visually impaired people follows, in order to comprehend their values.
7.4.1. Products’ design impact
Based on "The Theory of Affordances" (Gibson, 1977) products are capable of
“affording” certain cognitive and behavioural responses, which explains the link between users' actions and the material features of products. This theory describes how
perception can inform people about the meaning of their physical environment (Johns,
2003). Additionally, designer and educator Victor Papanek (1971), asserted “Designers
shape the development of products and services, which directly impact upon society
and the environment”. He believed that designers are responsible for the choices they
make in design processes and are able to cause real change in the world through good
design.
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7.4.2. Products' research
Today, society is based on the continuous consumption of goods, in order to
satisfy a variety of needs. These needs can be seen as the essential to live or the additional, which have been created, in order to preserve the world overconsumption
trend. In the section of visual impairment, there isn’t, yet, this phenomenon, as the
products haven’t still cover all the basic needs adequately. Furthermore, the availability of them is in early stage, as the information is imperfect and, even, the price don’t
make them accessible to the general world of vision loss. Nevertheless, the recent
years, there are efforts creating products addressed to people that have vision loss or
blindness. The research indicated existing products and ambitious concepts that are
addressed to this target group. The emerged products can be grouped in six focused
categories:
1. Clocks & Watches
2. Education & Leisure
3. Living aids
4. Electronic devices
5. Mobility & Orientation
6. Kitchen equipment
7.4.3. Moodboards
Moodboards can be a collection or a combination of various things, an arrangement of images, materials and pieces of text intended to evoke or project a particular style or a concept (OxfordDictionaries, n.d.). They are not limited to visual only
subjects, but also are served as a visual tool to quickly inform others of the overall
"feel" or "flow" of an idea (Robinson, 2013). Analyzing collages and moodboards helps
determine design criteria to which the solution must be applied. With a collage we can
find criteria or such matters as the lifestyle of a target group, the visual appearance of
a product, the context of use and the interaction with a product. Therefore, the creation of a collage is a process that is both creative (designing the collage) and analytical
(deriving criteria) (Boeijen, Daalhuizen, Zijlstra & Schoor, 2013).
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Picture 11: Clocks & Watches Moodboard (Source: Moodboards Sources)
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Clocks & Watches
In the first category, there are different kind of clocks and time teller devices.
This category includes a great number of different approaches to the time representation. It is focused mostly in portable small watches preserving the archetype on hand
watch in alternative shapes using new technologies. There are also a smaller portion of
traditional table and wall products that gradually tend to leave behind as the home
environment has other devices that incorporate the feature of time representation. In
the Picture 11: Clocks & Watches Moodboard (Source: Moodboards Sources), is appeared that the sense of touch is used mostly in watches and clocks creating haptic
symbolisms in combination with Braille language. Also sounds alerts and messages
have added as well as vibrations in order to empower the produced stimuli, making it
clearer.
Education & Leisure
In the second category, there are leisure products that have primitive educational role and are addressed to all ages. There are various educational toys, for young
and older, including leisure time stuff in order to promote useful, practical tools to enhance the mental and physical abilities. Books, puzzles, Braille games and tactile maps
are some of the depicted items in the Picture 12: Education & Leisure Moodboard
(Source: Moodboards Sources), that have set the base for substantial elevation of the
living standards the blind have. It is used combinations of different material, texture
and techniques in order simple products to be accessible, comprehensive and effective.
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Picture 12: Education & Leisure Moodboard (Source: Moodboards Sources)
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Picture 13: Living aids Moodboard (Source: Moodboards Sources)
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Living aids
The next category includes every day, simple procedures through products that
can be fronted as secondary and unnecessary from vision able people. Taking in mind
the practical aspect, in which many simple tasks based on vision end to be tricky and
complicated for visually impaired people, the necessity of any product may be subjective for every man but in this case the support can seen, objectively, as substantial. In
Picture 13: Living aids Moodboard (Source: Moodboards Sources), money measure
tools (18), overflow tap (13), eye drop dispenser (5), are some daily products, that can
assist blind, in order to be independent in simple tasks, promoting confidence and self
esteem. Using these products, blind need less time to complete routine tasks, that
without them, the case could be frustrated.
Electronic devices
Another category of products includes devices, that their function is based primarily in electronic systems, aiming to promote a technological novelty approach on
various sections, such as health and communication. Mobile phones, colour recognition devices as well as reader assistants, use the continuous technological development, creating means, that replace certain abilities, offering them to visually impaired
people, that are called to find alternative ways to deal with them. In this category, Picture 14: Electronic devices Moodboard I (Source: Moodboards Sources) and Picture
15: Electronic devices Moodboard II (Source: Moodboards Sources), depict products,
that is addressed for multiple uses and their assistance can be continuing.
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Picture 14: Electronic devices Moodboard I (Source: Moodboards Sources)
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Picture 15: Electronic devices Moodboard II (Source: Moodboards Sources)
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Mobility & Orientation
There are products that work as guides, in order to improve the mobility. The
mobility, outside of the controlled home environment, is a big challenge that many
products deal with, in ambiguous results. The most common mobility and orientation
tool is the cane which, even in its simplest form, can assist blind effectively. The evolution of white cane is, now, addressed with additional technological based featured, as
GPS function (1) and tactile/voice maps (6). This category, even though consists of
electronic devices, is set separately, because of the fact that in this section is noted the
most focused interest, as it symbolizes the independence of people with vision loss.
Kitchen equipment
In the last category, there are natural primordial needs the human has, about
food and water that has been enclosure in the specific space of kitchen. There are
various alterations for blind of most known kitchen tools. This variety is expected, as
these needs have to be fulfilled regardless gender, age or other social economical parameters. In case of people with vision impairment, the tasks in the kitchen is a daily
routine that they deal with, trying to improve it during their life. Cook tops (9, 14),
plates (16), appliances (6, 13, 15) and tools (1, 5, 7, 11) are modified in order to secure
the physical integrity and be easy to handle (Picture 17: Kitchen Moodboard (Source:
Moodboards Sources)). Sounds alerts, tactile elements and redesigned items are used
efficiently, creating a substantial base for independent living.
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Picture 16: Mobility & Orientation Moodboard (Source: Moodboards Sources)
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Picture 17: Kitchen Moodboard (Source: Moodboards Sources)
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8. Interpretation of findings

8.1. 1st research question:
Which are the guidelines of designing for visually impaired people?
a) How visually impaired people perceive the world and space through
senses?
b) Which are the design specifications that make design appropriate for
people with vision problems?
8.1.1. Perception
Data are collected that lead to the answer of the initial research questions.
With reference to the literature presented, the world of visually impaired people depends on the alterations in the hierarchy of their senses, as they are forced to perceive
information overlapping the deficiency in vision. In this way the body, in connection
with person’s will, creates the adapted strategy, using other abilities to overcome the
impairment. These abilities create mental models and sensory substitution systems
(Braille). In this way the perception of the environment is recreated having different
expectations, expressing the needs through individualized goals, aiming mostly in the
elevation and improvement of life. Accuracy characteristics are desired, in order the
mobility to be independent, while orientation is improved, though secure balance’s
consolidation. As a result, fear and insecurity give space to safety feeling that is secured, though the redirection of the other senses in the effective vigilance.
8.1.2. Specifications
The big challenge for designers is to avoid thinking and design too visually,
without taking in mind the fact that the rest senses are able to give a great variety of
alternatives in order to create multisensory specifications leading to effective design
for visually impaired people. Main parameter is set the need for equivalent elements
of vision, sounds and textures. Using those, triggers come up transferring the right design language in comprehensive way. In this direction is the user-centric design view
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that includes also part of universal design rules making a holistic individualized approach. Sufficient lights as well as colour contrast with minimum reflections increase
the usability. Obstacles’ elimination as well as the prevision of them secures integrity,
setting the requirements about the environment and material safety, which are leading specifications. Right deliberation of anthropometrics and ergonomics, in all possible levels enables self-familiarization with items, areas and space. Also the size, weight
and overall dimensions are determinant factors, in order to support the proper function according visually impaired people specified requirements.

8.2. 2nd research question:
Which is the inadequacy of customized products for visually impaired people
that lead to a new product design?
a) What customized products already exist?
b) What design deficits appear?
8.2.1. Products
The design process consists of elements that form a unity of the final product.
They create hierarchy, meaning, and focus deliberating choices in the product experience. According the research there are various products concerning vision loss, that
follows principles, but there is an inadequacy in the kitchen area. In the kitchen the
products can’t cover the needs without a customized design of the cabinets organizing
them and the tasks. The kitchen’s structure requires design to offer safety and effective experience for people with vision loss. In order to create the design of a new
kitchen the overall process states the principal need to focus on the practical aspect of
the product as the priority to promote independency. The communication between
the need and the user can be attended using simple solutions inspired from the physical surrounding with emphasis on user actions.
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8.2.2. Typical kitchen deficits
There is a typical perspective around the organization and the whole image of
the kitchen environment. Despite of the various shapes it the general image has
emerged from the needs of people with no vision problems that cannot meet the
needs of people with vision impairment. The whole structure is based on the use of
the eyes and the tasks as well as the moves are based also on the vision and the information the man gets mostly using the specific sense. Even thought the general set of
principal human needs are common between all people in order to live the way the
kitchen can be accessible for the blind differs in various levels.
Kitchen’s cupboards are designed in two basic sections: the lower cabinet set
and the upper hanging cabinet set. Between these sections there is blank space where
the counter is their connecting line. The countertop is the area where most of the
kitchen tasks are held. The lower cabinets are bigger with more space and the upper
cabinets are a bit smaller. All the other appliances are placed around this basic image
of the kitchen cabinets’ installation. In next picture problematic issues come up:

Picture 18: Deficits
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1) Opening cabinets doors
The most common characteristic of the kitchen cabinet is the opening door in
90° angle. These kinds of cabinets are convenient for people that are able to see the
opened door and are able to handle and avoid it easily. The specific way of opening is
an obstacle which exceeds from its original delimited space.
2) Knobs
Knobs and any kind of distinguished projections are also obstacles placed in
many surfaces. These features make difficult the tactile procedure the blind follow to
grope surfaces in order to explore surfaces.
3) Touchpad’s installations
Touch pads is the novelty that leads the recent years the interface of most new
devices/ appliances and rapidly have replaced physical control panels. In case of vision
loss the specific interface creates difficulties operating common everyday devices.
Even though in some cases there are acoustical signs this isn’t enough to replace the
physical control features which give confidence and independence to people with visual impairments.
4) Sharp edges
Sharp edges is risky finishes usually on furniture’s edges that can be seen as
points that need special attention in order to be avoided securing the physical integrity.
5) Deep cabinet’s space
The spacious cabinets are practical because many items can be stored together.
When deep-long cabinets are paired with opening 90° angle doors the room inside is
difficult to be accessed properly as it demands first to watch and then to reach the
item inside the cabinet avoiding the other stuff using primarily the vision. This kind of
storage and organization incommodes blind people.
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6) Shining surfaces
The shining and glaring surfaces are also used as modern and high aesthetic
part of the kitchen. This glaring result conflicts the already multidimensional kitchen
environment creating unnecessary shadows and reflections. People who are partial
sighed meet difficulties to discriminate the illusions the shining surfaces create.
7) High cupboards
Higher level cupboards add space storage using the upper space of the kitchen.
The height of this installation is not easy accessible requiring effort to find and identify
the items inside.
8) Inaccessible placement
The kitchen environment consists of appliances which are necessary for basic
tasks, as cooking. These appliances are not always placed in suitable places in order to
be accessible for blind. They might be too high, too low or in great distance making the
use of them unproductive.
Orientation and lack of lighting
Two more issues in the kitchen are the difficulty to orient effectively around
the space in order to find objects and tools. The orientation can be frustrating procedure for people with vision loss as the installation doesn’t help them to orient their
body around with confidence. Furthermore when there is the ability to see even partially the lack of lighting makes kitchen environment more complicated. Extra controlled lighting can create better conditions taking also advantage of the reduced vision ability.
Taking in mind all the above mentioned this dissertation states the need to design a kitchen cabinet environment which every person needs and uses daily. This furniture installation interoperates all the basic needs as it is one of the most used areas
in a house .There is special attention in emerged issues for people with vision impairment that could be resolved in order to be as accessible as possible.
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PART 3
DESIGN SYNTHESIS

3

"I can see and that
is why I can be
happy. In what you
call the dark, but
which to me is golden."
~ Helen Keller
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Design philosophy: Designing though imagination using the unlimited potentials of the human senses to form a new perspective.

9. Methodology

The methodology of design process (Figure 14) follows the steps below:


The definition of the problem: the products gap is the design of kitchen cabinet
(Interpretation of findings )



Collect information: the already existing products have specific deficits (Typical
kitchen deficits)



Brainstorming and analyze: definition of design specifications and initial sketches
appearing them. Idea generation of new concept. Parameters from the research
are being combined in order to accrue shape and forms



Model development: Sketching of possible solution. The first stage of new ideas is
shown in simple free hand sketches which later become more accurate and the
design intent is clear.



Feedback: meetings with supervisor



Design improvement: 3D modelling show details and more specific views of the
concept as well as it simulate the final structure and look and presentation of developed concept with clarity based on basic points of the concept creating a short
comprehensive summary.
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Figure 14: The design Process methodology (Source:
http://discoverdesign.org/files/images/general/design_process_0.gif)
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10.Design specifications

As basic guidance, a designer must make sure products meet the design specifications. Design specifications are a list of requirements to which the design of a new
product must comply. A requirement is an objective that any design alternative must
meet. The product design specification should be directly influenced by the analysis of
research. This will ensure quality of design and that the final product is fit on the purpose. A specification should include:
1_

product function

2_

overall dimensions

3_

materials

4_

an outline of the appearance of the product

5_

user requirements

6_

anthropometrics and ergonomics

7_

environmental considerations (BBC, 2014).
In addition, American Foundation for the Blind (2015) underlines that kitchen is

a room that requires special attention and suggests the following specifications:


Colour and contrast: Using visual contrast such as a colour contrasting cutting
board and contrasting cabinetry and hardware can help people with vision loss
work in their kitchen more safely and effectively.



Organization: Putting every item always in the same designated place after use
and the most frequently used pots and pans in a specific location.



Appliances: Tactile dots can be placed on stovetop controls to indicate settings.
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So, the specifications that emerge are:
1_

product function: kitchen cabinet inspired primarily for visually impaired people

2_

overall dimensions: as minimum as possible volume for innovative basic form
easy to fit everything and everywhere

3_

materials: textured for haptic sense

4_

an outline of the appearance of the product: rounded forms with no edges

5_

user requirements:
 Accessibility
 Comfort, easy to handle elements
 Simplicity, no complex construction-minimal effort
 Autonomy for the user
 Safety
 Organization in storage with distinguished areas
 Multi-stimuli elements
 Colour and contrast
 Tactile switches on appliances

6_

anthropometrics and ergonomics: shallow cupboards and preference to drawers for groping easily

7_

environmental considerations: wood structure material

8_

Long lasting value
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11.Model Development

Picture 19: Kitchen areas
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To start with, graphic images feature in the early, generative phase of the design process the designer is ‘thinking with a pencil’. These so called ‘design drawings’
are made by the designer not to communicate with others, but rather as part of the
thinking process itself which is called design (Lawson, 1997). So, the first spark starts in
free simple shapes that are connecting gradually in order to form a unity of elements.
11.1. Sketches
In the first place Picture 19 the main areas in the kitchen environment are
grouped as cooking, sink, prepare, storage and fridge. All these tasks put together in
order to reveal the connections they have. Each circle has a different kitchen task that
has sub groups of movements. All the tasks are placed according the space they require and their relation on a common environment.
Picture 20, depicts the free hand circular lines that show the expected space for
main tasks. Smaller circles finally end up in two bigger wider areas. These shapes show
their individuality but in the same time also their inseparable relation. In this way each
circular shape works as extension of the other creating an environment for experience.
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Picture 20: Form development

In Picture 21, colours show the tasks and the need to be near specific elements
and areas in the kitchen environment in order to create comprehensive set that works
and can easily be endorsed.
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Picture 21: Definition of the tasks placement, based on the colored areas
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11.2. 2d general dimensions

Picture 22: Dimensions of the several parts.
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12.3D Model Presentation

12.1. Structure and Details
12.1.1. Material
First of all, sustainable wood material is chosen in order to structure the
kitchen. Bamboo is one of the strongest woods, easy to mill and elaborate. Its fast renewal rate makes it a sustainable choice to manufacture kitchen furniture, as it can be
used for different situations. Furthermore, its physical water resistance ability makes it
a good choice for kitchen environment.
12.1.2. Horizontal levels
In the kitchen, often items and related tasks are placed in more than one level,
which can be very tiring and confusing for a visually impaired user, to continually move
his body among different levels, in order to reach and collect objects. So, stooping or
moving around too much can make the person lose orientation. In order to reduce, as
possible, the unnecessary movements, in any level or direction, the whole structure
has minimum size and is separated in two main levels. In
Picture 23, the two levels A and B shows the general arrangement groups of all
main tasks in the space. More specific: cooking, washing, often used items and fridge
are in level A which is the most attention demanding area. In lower level B, there is the
main storage area, where other items need to be stored including pots or other heavier items. Next, are the garbage/recycle area and the refrigerator
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Picture 23: Levels arrangement
Furthermore, in Picture 24, there are various depths in both levels according
the necessity of each space. So, level A has the most variations in order to secure
maximum space for the counter and safety in movements. The cupboards are placed
at
the back and they are resized with less
height, in order to have a different storage
capability across counter’s length. In this
way, the classical too deep and high shelves
in front of the person are replaced with
smaller in depth and easier to store common
used items. In lower B level, there are two
different depths, the first in the cooking
area, where bigger items are placed, and the
other starts from the sink across the rest
counter, including refrigerator’s drawers.
Picture 24: Different depths
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Picture 25: Top view

From the top view (Picture 25), the kitchen cupboards show the guiding shape
that emphasize each section, in order to be easily recognizable through touch. There
aren’t any edges and curves create paths easy to follow, in order to complete tasks independently across the counter. Furthermore, the distances are closed, so the person
moves with safety, having always as reference point the countertop.
12.2. Areas

Picture 26: Uses organization
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The uses are organized based on the initial defined areas and depended on the
tasks they require. So, the uses that depict in Picture 26 are the following:
1_

storage drawers

2_

expandable countertop

3_

cooking area

4_

dishwasher

5_

dish/glass storage dryer

6_

sink

7_

appliances area, daily storage shelves

8_

lighting with dimmer switch

9_

fridge

10_ refrigerator drawers
11_ different size storage drawers
12_ garbage/recycle area
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12.2.1. Cooking

Separated
standing
area to
cook

Picture 27: Cooking Area

The oven and the microwave are placed vertical near the stove area. They have
sliding doors that are receding across the depth, ending inside the cavity when
opened. In this way, projection effect is being avoided and the countertop retains the
original space. Furthermore, when the doors are opened and the oven or the microwaves are on, short repeating alert sounds as reminder.
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Next to the oven, there is the cook top area, which has two stoves using magnetic traction to magnetize softly the metallic cookware. In this way, the pot can be
placed and stay easily on the centre. The stoves have a more accessible side, in order
to specify the cooker’s stand area where the person doesn’t occupy useful space and
the lower drawers or the extra sliding surface.
Black stoves and white countertop secures the right contrast for partial
sighted, as well as intensive light is placed on the top. The light and the stoves are controlled, using tactile numbered signs. Braille switches are placed at the left side in
higher level for extra safety, in case of overflow during cooking. Moreover, all switches
are, also, sliding making short vibrated sound while turning on/off. The colour contrast
indicates the state from distance for partial sighed and sighed people.
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Strong lights above
the stove

Picture 28: Stoves' light and braille switches
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12.2.2. Sink: washing and drying area

Picture 29: Uses of sink area

The sink area is placed in front of storage shelves. These shelves can be used as
open storage space or closed using doors. The typical opening cabinet doors in 90° degree ankle have been replaced with sliding doors, which are safer and easier to handle
for vision impaired people. These doors can be set either behind the sink, in order to
protect the stored items from water or can be placed in the rest area. In the Picture 29
is the dishwasher, which is placed above the sink in upper level. It is grouped with the
permanent oven and microwave appliances occupying less space. It is next to the dish
cabinet making easier to transfer the dishes in minimum distance, without risks of accident. It has, also, sliding door that open vertically.
A common situation on the counter top is the liquids and water that are spilled
around making visual impaired people encounter difficulties to handle it adequately.
For that case, there is a permanent discreet gutter, all around the counter top including the cooking area (Picture 30). This gutter gathers excessive liquid guiding them into
the sink. In this way, any escaped liquid on the counter go directly to the sink without
the risk of falling on the floor, causing accident.
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Picture 30: The gutter around the counter

The same philosophy is implemented at the shelves behind the sink, where
there are gutters to gather liquids from the washed dish, glasses and other kitchen
stuff ending in the sink. Furthermore, the concept includes the reduction in the task
sequel: washing - putting in dryers - moving to drawers for storage. So, the dryer and
storage area becomes one, permanent position, reducing the required movements and
gaining space. In Picture 31, there is the way waters follow from the dryer shelves to
the sink. The gutters of each shelve lead in two vertical tubes at the sides connected
with the sink.
12.2.3. Fridge area
There is counter in front of the fridge, in order outgoing items can be placed directly on the counter, with minimizing falls and required time to find closest surface to
place it (Picture 35). The fridge is the only part that has the classical opening door, as
the specific way is satisfied storage solution for smaller items and bottles in case of the
fridge. The depth is smaller, at 40 cm, aiming to more practical storage, without too
many items placed in line, making difficult to grope and reach from the frontal side.
The fridge has, also, strong light inside for partial sighed people, as well as the rest
cabinets have light on the top for better conditions.
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Picture 31: The gutters' system
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12.3. Arrangement and storage

1_horizontally lines

2_diagonal lines

3_smooth

4_vertical lines

Picture 32: Textures' areas

12.3.1. Recessed handles
The cabinets under the counter consist of
drawers that are practical for visual impaired people,
as they are better controlled. There are recesses
ing discreet handles across the front face of all drawers, avoiding vague projections (Picture 33). Using
these handles, the drawers can be pulled easily out
and the user are able to search from the top instead
from front face. In this way, the items can be found
easier and quicker across the depth, using tactile or
Braille sighs on the top of the products.

Picture 33: Recessed
handles
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12.3.2. Texture variation
Additional advantage is the variety of size in drawers to cover various storage
needs, according the size of kitchen tools. In order this task to be easier, there are different textures grouped in four storage territories. These texture are simple and easy
to be ddistinguished.(Picture 32, Picture 34):
1_ the cooking storage has horizontally lines,
2_ the smaller garbage bin and bigger recycle drawer under the sink have
diagonal lines,
3_ next four drawers have smooth texture like the most surfaces in the rest
areas and
4_ refrigerator’s drawers including the fridge on the counter have vertical
engraved lines as common language.
In this way, organization and preparation procedure for visual impaired people
are effective.

Horizontal

Diagonal

Vertical

Picture 34: Textures

12.3.3. Concentrated capacity
In Picture 35, all spaces are opened showing the large capacity which is necessary in the kitchen, in combination with the small size of the general installation. Work-
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ing spaces are seen across the top, including the extra sliding surface which can be,
also, used as dinner table.

Picture 35: The interior storage space

12.3.4. Colour contrast: segregate factor
The chosen colours for the kitchen are white, black and gray variation with contrast more than 70%, which is the required level. In some points there is small amount
of yellow which is, also, among the possible colours that partial sighed may be able to
see. Following the rule of contradiction between areas, there are darker contour show-
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ing different areas or level. In the drawers, when they are opened, the sides have black
colour in order to alert about the projection of their volume.
12.3.5. Designated storage places

Picture 36: The distinguishable space for appliances storage

Another important element is the defined space for most used appliances
(Picture 36). Usually, there is no providence for frequently used appliances, which end
up on the counter, creating a discontinuity result. These appliances are obstacles,
which cover important surface making blind’ daily tasks complicated. So, there is a
specified area on the back on the counter, which is accessible when needed without
taking space from the counter. This space is elevated, in order to avoid counter liquids
and, also, can be covered with the sliding doors as it is their permanent storage.
Picture 37 and Picture 38 indicates possible organization and storage way.
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Picture 37: Storage

Picture 38: Organization
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13.Conclusion

This dissertation began with the aim to research and designs a simple customized product for daily use in order to enhance the everyday life and secure the autonomy of visually impaired people. This is achieved after the research and identification
of the design principles for visually impaired people and the basic inadequacy of customized products, that could counterbalanced by a new kitchen concept design.
13.1. Evaluation & Contribution
Through this dissertation a qualitative research took place searching for information in order to understand better the abilities visually impaired people have and
how customized designs can assist them. Researching markets’ products addressed to
people with vision impairment, various directions as well as elements was combined to
create an improved design. All the gathered information were analyzed and then
summarized in order to be used at the final design phase. The final concept has characteristics indicated. The kitchen has functional and practical structure according the
specifications, meeting all initial goals to create a useful product to cover the need in a
certain sector. 1. The research in products for people with vision impairment was
made. Through this research the collected data led to design new concept. 2. The
sketched and 3D modelling gave spherical view of the model and comprehensive look
of the final proposal. 3. The presentation of the developed customized kitchen was explanatory about the features and the ability to give a pleasant experience to the user.
Finally an innovative product occurred with specific elements addressed to people with
visual problems improving their daily independency.
13.2. Recommendations
Ultimate scope of the dissertation is the fully incorporation of this group of
people in the society. The project was developed in three main parts, ending on the
design process of the kitchen cupboards. During research stage, there were efforts to
contact people with visual impairment, which weren’t successful. So, the fact that
there wasn’t direct contact with visual impaired people was limitation, seated from
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early stage. According this, further research could be made with interview from persons that have vision loss, using their experience for improvement. In addition, a prototype of the kitchen could be useful, in order actual users to test and evaluate the
proposed design. The evaluation from visually impaired people could identify more
clearly the areas which may need improvement. Such an evaluation is hard to be done
in the level of this dissertation, because it needs the manufacturing of several prototypes and their transportation to various houses, in order to be tested in actual conditions.
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Moodboards Sources
Moodboard: Clocks & Watches
1. x-watch:
2. talking wrist
watch:
3. tactile watch:
4.

6.

digital tactile
watch:
rub feel know
watch:
tactile watch:

7.
8.

tactile watch:
tactile watch:

9.

vibrating
watch:
feel the time
watch:
tacdial watch:
talking analogue clock:
talking radio
calendar alarm
clock:
digital talking
watch:
oosh braille
watch:
talking radio
calendar clock:
talking radio
calendar clock:
dot braille
watch:

5.

10.
11.
12.
13.

14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

19. jerichow actile
watch:
20. talking calendar alarm
clock:
21. tactile ana-

http://www.trendhunter.com/trends/x-watch
https://www.lssproducts.com/product/silver-beauty-onebutton-talking-watch/watch
http://shop.rnib.org.uk/clocks-and-watches-1/watches/tactilewatches/rnib-large-tactile-watch-leather-strap.html
http://www.tuvie.com/technology-for-the-blind-and-thevisually-impaired-sentio-digital-tactile-watch/
http://weburbanist.com/2015/06/11/blind-ambitions-11game-changing-visual-assistive-concepts/
http://shop.rnib.org.uk/clocks-and-watches-1/watches/tactilewatches/rnib-small-tactile-watch-bracelet-strap.html
http://www.bbc.com/news/magazine-26920782
http://shop.rnib.org.uk/clocks-and-watches-1/watches/talkingwatches/rnib-ladies-talking-watch-with-expanding-braceletstrap.html
http://www.damngeeky.com/2014/04/10/20141/meteorvibrating-watch-visually-impaired.html
http://weburbanist.com/2010/04/05/12-ingenious-gadgetstechnologies-for-the-blind/
http://djstormsblog.com/2014/04/08/the-tacdial-watch/
http://shop.rnib.org.uk/rnib-talking-analogue-clock.html
http://shop.rnib.org.uk/clocks-and-watches-1/clocks/talkingclocks/radio-controlled-talking-calendar-alarm-travelclock.html
http://www.amazon.com/Square-III-Talking-WristWatch/dp/B00013KPC4
http://www.ubergizmo.com/2010/07/concept-oosh-braillewatch-for-the-visually-impaired/
http://shop.rnib.org.uk/clocks-and-watches-1/clocks/talkingclocks/radio-controlled-talking-calendar-clock.html
http://shop.rnib.org.uk/clocks-and-watches-1/rnibcommuniclock-radio-controlled-talking-calendar-clock.html#
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/sciencetech/article3184208/Braille-smartwatch-lets-blind-people-read-textmessages-e-books-using-active-dots.html
http://blog.tokyoflash.com/2013/03/05/t%C2%B3-tactiletriangle-time/
http://shop.rnib.org.uk/clocks-and-watches-1/clocks/talkingclocks/talking-calendar-alarm-clock.html
https://shop.aph.org/webapp/wcs/stores/servlet/Product_Ana
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logue clock:
22. talking keyring alarm
clock:
23. kickstarter
braille watch:
24. tactile watch:

log%20Clock%20Model_1-03125-00P_10001_11051
http://shop.rnib.org.uk/clocks-and-watches-1/clocks/talkingclocks/talking-keyring-alarm-clock.html
http://www.slipperybrick.com/tag/blind/
http://www.pearltrees.com/miragemoriarty/transhumanvision/id5603156#item50882373

Moodboard: Kitchen
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

14.
15.
16.

universal kettle
tipper
tangi-bowls tableware set
talking kitchen
scale
tea thermals

http://castlecaremobility.co.uk/kitchen-dining-aids/
http://www.tuvie.com/search/product+design+for+blind+p
eople
http://shop.rnib.org.uk/talking-kitchen-scale.html

http://www.yankodesign.com/2011/01/20/perfect-cup-oftea/
bread cuter guide http://shop.rnib.org.uk/bread-cutter-guide-board.html
board
talking microhttp://shop.rnib.org.uk/home-andwave
leisure/home/cooking/talking-microwave.html
metal pie divider http://www.braillebookstore.com/Metal-Pie-Divider.1
talking food
http://shop.rnib.org.uk/home-andthermometer
leisure/home/cooking/rnib-talking-food-thermometer.html
cooktop with
http://www.junghalee.com/index.php?/concept/cooktopguards
for-the-blind/
braille servies
http://www.brandmeesters.nl/shop/thee/servies/schotels/
onshus-espresso-kopjes-set-2-stuks-7864.html
adjustable meas- http://www.braillebookstore.com/Adjust--a--Spoons.1
uring spoon
wooden holder & http://www.braillebookstore.com/Braille-Salt-and-Peppershakers
Set.1
electric fry pan
http://www.sears.com/presto-11inch-electric-skillet/pwith tactile con00862045000P?prdNo=2&blockNo=2&blockType=G2
trols
cooktop with tac- http://www.hometone.com/innovative-kitchen-designstile interface
physically-challenged.html
Prometheus
https://www.behance.net/gallery/2852641/Prometheusstove
Stove
Mo kitchen ware http://www.baptistemeyniel.net/2724000-mo
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Moodboard: Leisure & Education
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.

pencils: touch the
color
snakes & ladders
board game
uncle goose braille
game math blocks

braille alphabet
blocks, tactile letters
cylindrical braille puzzle

6.

activity buttons

7.
8.

braille tutor
camel braille puzzle

9.

identify the odd item
game
10. chess for blinds
11. 3d printed shapes

12. color sensation with
texture and braille
13. sudoku puzzle book

14. braille tutor
15. rubik's cube
16. scrabble
17. graphic tablet for colorful drawings
18. audible balls cricket
19. tactile puzzle maps
geographical location
20. reach & match game

http://www.trendhunter.com/trends/feelor-touch-thecolor
http://www.sparshbraille.com/snakes_and_ladders.htm
http://www.amazon.com/Uncle-Goose-Braille-MathBlocks/dp/B00000IUKP/ref=as_li_ss_tl?ie=UTF8&linkCo
de=sl1&tag=wonderbaby0420&linkId=834503bc4f3eb1bdd2e5cdedd7c2cd6d
https://gr.pinterest.com/pin/169799848428016371/
http://www.amazon.com/ENI-Cylindrical-Puzzle-BrailleMarkings/dp/B003IE9HJU/ref=as_li_ss_tl?ie=UTF8&linkCode
=sl1&tag=wonderbaby0420&linkId=8619a5b76eb50ecbabb614870d8429f3
http://www.amazon.com/Miniland-31791-ActivityButtons/dp/B00IG33GKY/ref=as_li_ss_tl?ie=UTF8&linkCode
=sl1&tag=wonderbaby0420&linkId=280a32fb101e48cfe43d250596111bcf
http://www.trendhunter.com/trends/braille-buddy
http://www.braillebookstore.com/Braille-AnimalPuzzle.1
http://alljoinin.blogspot.gr/2010/05/odd-one-outtactile-activity.html
http://www.chesshouse.com/chess_for_blind_or_visual
ly_impaired_s/475.htm
http://top43dprinting.com/3d-printed-fittles-puzzleshelp-visually-impaired-children-understand-spellingand-shapes/
http://playabilitytoys.com/color-senseation.html
http://shop.rnib.org.uk/home-andleisure/leisure/puzzle-books/large-print-sudoku-puzzlebook-issue-3.html
http://www.trendhunter.com/trends/be-b
http://www.trendhunter.com/trends/braille-rubik-scube
http://www.sparshbraille.com/Scrabble.htm
http://www.trendhunter.com/trends/touch-colour
http://www.sparshbraille.com/
http://www.getaddictedto.com/tactile-puzzle-mapsfor-the-blind/
http://www.core77.com/posts/27965/www.facebook.c
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21. bingo game braille

om/www.facebook.com/www.facebook.com/www.face
book.com/www.facebook.com/www.facebook.com/ww
w.facebook.com/www.reachandmatch.com
http://www.amazon.com/ILA-Bingo-Board-withBraille/dp/B002BWR88M/ref=as_li_ss_tl?ie=UTF8&link
Code=sl1&tag=wonderbaby0420&linkId=2cc7294fe78b132342ff28709a738ba2

Moodboard: Living Aids
1. talking scales

http://shop.rnib.org.uk/home-andleisure/home/bathroom/talking-bathroom-scales568db9.html
2. needle threader
http://shop.rnib.org.uk/automatic-needle-threader.html
3. liquid level indicator http://shop.rnib.org.uk/home-andleisure/home/cooking/audible-vibratory-liquid-levelindicator.html
4. talking colour detec- http://shop.rnib.org.uk/cobolt-talking-colour-detectortor
1.html
5. eye drop dispenser
http://shop.rnib.org.uk/home-andleisure/home/bathroom/opticare-eye-dropdispenser.html
6. talking tape meashttp://shop.rnib.org.uk/talking-tape-measure-fiveure
metre.html
7. recording keychain
http://ultmost.manufacturer.globalsources.com/si/60088
02616568/pdtl/Digital-voicerecording/1000942542/RecordingKeychain.htm?state_filt=CN_CNFUJ
8. measure with finhttps://www.behance.net/gallery/7524009/Tikk-Tekkgers
Rainbow
9. signature guide &
http://shop.rnib.org.uk/signature-guide-and-notenote checker
checker.html
10. cup with sensors &
http://www.trendhunter.com/trends/braun-bellspeaker
concept-mug
11. voice recorder lahttp://shop.rnib.org.uk/new-rnib-penfriend2-voicebeler
recorder-labeller-4.html
12. measuring jugs
http://www.trendhunter.com/trends/virgile-thevoz
13. easyplug
http://www.yankodesign.com/2008/10/15/so-you-wantto-plug-it-up-do-you/
14. order menu with
http://www.trendhunter.com/trends/odor-menu
smell
15. braille electric plug
http://www.tuvie.com/braille-electric-plug-tags-helptags
visuall-impaired-people-to-identify-each-plug-easier/
16. water leak alarms
http://www.improvementscatalog.com/water-leakalarm---set-of-3/12551
17. cards assistance
http://www.trendhunter.com/trends/the-visualbraille
assistance-card-special-shopping-card-for-the-blind
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18. money measure
19. braille tape

http://www.trendhunter.com/trends/notex-wristband
http://www.trendhunter.com/trends/braille-tape

Moodboard: Mobility Orientation
1. travel aid

2.

cab for blinds

3.

supersonic stick guide

4.
5.
6.

talking pedometer
tactile wand
navigator

7.

eyewear sight

8.

touch & go

9.

munivo guide

10. assisted vision smart glasses
11. motion sensor walker
12. spot stick

http://www.tuvie.com/viio-travel-aid-a-greatnavigation-tool-for-visually-impaired-peoplewhen-traveling/
http://www.trendhunter.com/trends/eric-leongiris
http://www.trendhunter.com/trends/minhye-kimsupersonic-stick
http://shop.rnib.org.uk/talking-pedometer.html
http://www.trendhunter.com/trends/tactile-wand
http://www.yankodesign.com/2012/06/15/allround-vision-for-the-blind/
http://www.yankodesign.com/2012/02/14/trendybraille-eyewear/
http://www.trendhunter.com/trends/nataliaponomareva
http://www.trendhunter.com/trends/munivoguide-for-the-blind
http://www.ox.ac.uk/news/2014-06-17-smartglasses-people-poor-vision-being-tested-oxford
http://www.trendhunter.com/trends/light-stick
ttp://www.tuvie.com/spot-stick-detachabledevice-to-help-blind-person-uses-publictransportation-in-india/

Moodboard: Electronic Devices
1. pulsive mobile
2. 9 spots
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

LG loop
shopping assistant
mobile
phone
gesture
translator
mobile
phone
floating
phone

http://www.trendhunter.com/trends/tactile-phone
http://www.yankodesign.com/2010/02/25/9-spots-for-youreye/
http://www.trendhunter.com/trends/lg-loop
http://www.yankodesign.com/2012/01/18/shopping-assistantfor-the-blind/
http://www.trendhunter.com/trends/braille-mobile-phoneseonkeun-park
http://www.trendhunter.com/trends/sign-voice-languagetranslator-svlt
http://www.trendhunter.com/trends/braille-mobile-phoneseonkeun-park
http://www.yankodesign.com/2012/01/20/time-for-a-3-dphone/
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Moodboard: Electronic Devices 2
1.
2.
3.

book reader
braille e-book
reader
finger reader

4.
5.

braille e-book
braille polaroid

6.
7.

snail reader
music translator

8.
9.

color recognizer
Braille Interpreter

10. Picture in a Flash
Tactile Graphic
Maker
11. blood pressure
monitor
12. thermometer

13. blood pressure
monitor
14. printer & scanner

http://www.trendhunter.com/trends/haptic-book-reader
http://www.bbc.com/news/technology-27243376
http://www.digitaltrends.com/mobile/blindtechnologies/
http://www.trendhunter.com/trends/braille-e-book
http://weburbanist.com/2010/04/05/12-ingeniousgadgets-technologies-for-the-blind/
http://www.trendhunter.com/trends/wonkook-lee-snail
http://gizmochunk.com/2067/2012/09/22/read-themusic-translates-sheet-music-into-sound-for-visuallyimpaired
http://www.trendhunter.com/trends/bright-f
http://www.ubergizmo.com/2009/02/braille-interpretermakes-reading-dots-easy/
http://store.humanware.com/hus/piaf-picture-in-a-flashtactile-graphic-maker.html
http://shop.rnib.org.uk/home-andleisure/home/bathroom/talking-blood-pressuremonitor.html
http://shop.rnib.org.uk/home-andleisure/home/bathroom/talking-ear-and-foreheadthermometer.html
http://www.trendhunter.com/trends/braille-bloodpressure-monitor
http://www.trendhunter.com/trends/sim-cheongprinter-scanner
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Appendix
Glossary
1. Visual acuity: a measure of the acuteness or clearness of vision, expressed as the
angle subtended at the anterior focal point of the eye by the detail of the letter
recognized. Visual acuity depends upon the sharpness of focus of the retinal image and the integrity of the retina and visual pathway.
2. Contrast sensitivity: the manifestation or perception of difference between two
compared stimuli.
3. Visual field: the area or extent of space visible to an eye in a given position.
4. Photophobia: abnormal sensitivity to light.
5. Diplopia: a condition in which a single object is perceived as two rather than as
one. Double vision.
6. Visual distortion: any change in which the image does not conform to the shape
of the object.
7. Macular degeneration: degeneration of the central part of the retina which results in reduced visual acuity.
8. Cataract: opacity of the crystalline lens or its capsule.
9. Glaucoma: an ocular disease characterized by elevation in the intraocular pressure, which causes damage to the optic nerve fibers entering the optic nerve,
leading to loss of vision.
10. Diabetic retinopathy: a disease of the retina associated with diabetes mellitus,
characterized by microaneurysms, hemorrhages, exudates, and proliferative retinal changes.
11. Presbyopia: a reduction in accommodative ability that occurs normally with age
and necessitates a plus lens addition for satisfactory seeing at near
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12. Retinitis pigmentosa: a primary degeneration of the neuroepithelium of the retina resulting in night blindness and progressive contraction of the visual field.
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